
Painting the fading past: an emotional journey through
love and loss.

After a volcanic fight, Michael walks out of his and Ana’s once loving home.
Six months later, Ana is faced with the task of redecorating her apartment, and
gets back in touch after the long break. What follows is an explosive struggle of
heartbreak and old love.

Gut wrenching and heart warming in equal measures, this short yet visceral
production is a magical exploration of modern love and loss. Drawn and
Quartered delivers a tender meditation on change. As coldness replaces
affection and boundaries between people are pushed, beautiful images continue
to emerge against the pitfalls of love.

Acclaimed playwright and founding member of LAByrinth Theatre Company
NYC,  Maggie Diaz Bofill has spun a delicate web of theatre in this latest
production by Brighton-based experimental theatre company Cry Havoc
Theatre. Their manifesto is to produce and make challenging theatre for anyone.
They aim to be unflinching and uncompromising with their interpretations of
texts. Cry Havoc facilitates developmental writing and performance workshops to
talented creatives from all backgrounds, providing valuable opportunities for
production.

This work is brought to life with subtly and finesse by a cast of professional
actors.

Previous reviews for Drawn & Quartered:

‘A Palette of wine, blood and sex… The playwright behind the
production has a lot to be proud of’ New York Times

‘Each touch, flinch and silent expression is every bit as eloquent as
Bofill’s words’ Fringe Guru

Notes to the editor
Claudine Sinnet is the artistic director of Cry Havoc.
The play will be featured in London after its Edinburgh run.
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Claudine Sinnett at Cry Havoc Theatre Company on 07799 797 707 /
claudinesinnett@gmail.com

ten word blurb
Ana hires her ex to paint the apartment they shared.

twenty word blurb
Ana hires her ex to paint the apartment they shared. ‘A palette of Wine,
Blood and Sex’. (New York Times).

fringe programme 40-word blurb
Hearing Michael’s career is on the downslide, Ana hires her ex to paint the
apartment they once shared. She returns to find he indeed painted. But not
the colour she left. An evocative examination of former lovers.

fringe web blurb
Michael and Ana had no communication for six months. Hearing Michael’s
career is on the downslide, Ana hires her ex to paint the apartment they
once shared. She returns to find he indeed painted. But not the colour she
left. New Writing from Maggie Diaz Bofill, one of the founding members of
the LAByrinth Theatre company New York. ‘A palette of Wine, Blood and
Sex… The Playwright behind the production has much to be proud of’ (New
York Times).

author
author display

show website
company website

18:40
advertised start time

Listings Information
Venue               C cubed, Brodie’s Close, Lawnmarket, EH1 2PS, venue 50
Dates               1-17 Aug
Time 18:40 (0hr50)
Ticket prices £9.50-£11.50 / concessions £7.50-£9.50 / under 18s £5.50-£7.50
C venues box office 0131 581 5555 / www.CtheFestival.com/2019/drawn-and-quartered
Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com

For further information, images and interview availability please contact Claudine Sinnett at
Cry Havoc Theatre Company on 07799 797 707 / claudinesinnett@gmail.com
or the C venues press office on 0131 581 5550 / press@cvenues.com
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Just some notes /amendments about the press release.

We are not a youth theatre company. Also we would like to add that
Maggie should be called Maggie Diaz Bofill throughout the body of the
press release and also it would be good to add that she is a founding
member of LAByrinth Theater Company NYC. We do not provide
funding but do facilitate developmental writing and performance
workshops which can lead to production opportunity. Final paragraph
should read 'has spun a delicate web...' We provide opportunities to
talented creatives from all backgrounds - remove young and incredibly
from this line.

Final line to read - This work is brought to life with subtlety and finesse
by a cast of professional actors. Remove incredible again.

Thanks

17/07/19 HK

Painting the fading past: an emotional journey through
love and loss.

After a volcanic fight, Michael walks out of his and Ana’s once loving home.
Six months later, Ana is faced with the task of redecorating her apartment, and
gets back in touch after the long break. What follows is an explosive struggle of
heartbreak and old love.

Gut wrenching and heart warming in equal measures, this short yet visceral
production is a magical exploration of modern love and loss. Drawn and
Quartered delivers a tender meditation on change. As coldness replaces
affection and boundaries between people are pushed, beautiful images continue
to emerge against the pitfalls of love.

Acclaimed playwright, Maggie Bofill is spun into a delicate web of theatre in
this latest production by Brighton-based experimental youth theatre company
Cry Havoc Theatre. Their manifesto is to produce and make challenging theatre

PRESS RELEASE
Cry Havoc Theatre company announce ‘Drawn and Quartered’ a play by
Maggie Diaz Bofill on the Edinburgh Fringe
C Venues Release:  Immediate Release
Cry Havoc Theatre Company presents a piece of New Writing by Labyrinth
Theater Company NYC actress and writer Maggie Diaz Bofill on the Edinburgh
Fringe 2019 at C Venues Aquilla 1.
Cry Havoc is presenting a passionate piece about a couple who are reunited
over the painting in their apartment. Directed by Claudine Sinnett Artistic
Director of Cry Havoc.
This short but intensely emotional and passionate piece is about testing the
boundaries of a relationship long after you think the love has faded. ‘Ana
walks away only to return to find her apartment is not empty. It is full of
memories.. On the wall..’
“A Palette of wine, blood and sex…. The playwright behind the production
has a lot to be proud of” New York Times
Featuring a cast of professional actors, the show will take the audience to an
intense emotional journey. The play is set to transfer to London after
Edinburgh this year.
Single tickets start from £7.50 are on sale online at ( website link) and via Cry
Havocs website (Cry havoc website link)
Interesting parties can learn more about the show and book or purchase
tickets by visiting (Cry Havoc Link)
Contact info
Name: Claudine Sinnett/Linda Tudor
Organization: Cry Havoc Theatre Company

Address: admin@cryhavoctheatre.co.uk
Phone: 07799796707
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